
Variety Size Form Description

Bihou                                         

aka Yellow Coral Bark
10' x 8'

Upright 

Vase

Golden-yellow bark is a standout in this Coral Bark relative. Bright green 

leaves in spring contrast against the yellow bark. Fall color is brilliant 

yellow. The tips of the yellow branches turn a bright red in winter. Zone 5

Bloodgood
15'-20' x 

15'-20'

Broad 

Upright

A robust, upright tree with deep red palmate leaves that mature to a rich deep 

purple in summer. Crimson fall color and scarlet, winged seeds add seasonal 

interest to this popular Maple.

Butterfly 15' x 12'
Vase 

Shaped

This vase shaped tree has beautiful cream and blue-green variegated leaves with 

a tinge of pink. In fall the creamy margins become blazing magenta. Zone 5

Coral Bark                             

aka  Sango kaku

20'-25' 

x 15'-

20'

Rounded 

Upright

This large Japanese Maple's coral-red to salmon bark contrasts strikingly in 

winter. The palmate new growth is yellow-orange, turning to green in the 

summer. Brilliant yellow-gold fall color. Zone 5.

Crimson Queen
10' x 

10'
Weeping

This heat-resistant Weeping Japanese Maple usually maintains its dark 

purple to red foliage through the summer. Leaves are deeply dissected. 

Fall color runs an array of scarlet tones. Zone 5.

Emperor I 10' x10'
Broad 

Upright

This tree has an upright growth habit with deep red palmate leaves that 

can hold in the heat. It develops a broad shape with age. Brilliant crimson 

fall display. Zone 6

Fireglow
15' x 

12'

Broad 

Upright

Fireglow, with its bright red leaves, has the best summer color retention of 

all the upright red palmatums. Fall color is intensely red! Zone5

Hefner's Red
15' x 

12'

Broad 

Upright

This upright red leaf Japanese Maple tends to retain a deep maroon color 

through summer. Fall color is a fiery red. 

Katsura
15' x 

12'

Broad 

Upright

This small upright tree sports leaves which start out yellow-orange, 

changing to rich green. Fall colors are yellows and oranges. Zone 5

Lion's Head 10' x 7'
Broad 

Upright

A distinctive Japanese Maple with thick foliage covering outward-

spreading branches. Dramatic orange and yellow fall color. Zone 5

Little Sango 6' x 4'
Bush 

Dwarf

A stunning, smaller variation of Coral Bark, Little Sango has vivid scarlet 

branches which contrast with chartreuse new growth in Spring. Brilliant 

yellow to orange fall color. Zone 5

Male Lion's Head 10' x 7'
Broad 

Upright

Densely packed deep green leaves cover short branaches producing a 

sculptural quality. Burnt orange fall color resembles a lion's head and 

mane. Zone 5

Orangeola 5' x 8'
Cascading 

Mound

This tree has arching branches with dissected leaves that turn from green 

to purple to a brilliant orange in the fall. It is a real stand-out as a 

specimen or as an accent plant, and a great contrast against green-leaved 

plants. Zone 5.

Oshio Beni
15'-20- 

x18'

Broad 

Upright

The bright red new growth turns burgundy in mid-late summer and is 

followed by bright scarlet fall color. It has palmate leaves and a graceful 

arching form. It's name means "red tide". Zone 5.

Red Dragon 6' x 6'
Cascading 

Mound

This Japanese Maple's lacy, dissected leaves emerge bright scarlet, transitioning 

to dark purple-maroon in summer.  A cascading mound, it turns a flaming scarlet 

in the fall. Great for small areas.

Red Filigree
4'-5' x4'-

5'
Weeping

Finely cut lace-leaves adorn this strongly weeping Japanese Maple. New 

leaves are deep red with a crimson fall color. Great accent plant. Zone 5.

Rhode Island Red 12' x12'
Broad 

Upright

Palmate leaves emerge bright red in the spring and darken as they age. A 

very nice dwarf selection with a broad upright form. Fall foliage is orange 

to red. The dark red stems stand out in the winter months. Zone 5.

Ryusen Weeping
6'-8' x 

6'
Weeping

This weeping form has pendulous branches with green palmate leaves. It 

has a blazing orange-red fall color. Perfect for small spaces. Zone 5.

Rising Sun Full Moon 20' x 15'
Broad 

Upright

Uncommonly large, heavily textured leaves give this tree a tropical look. 

Excellent red, yelllow and orange fall colors.This is a stunner! Zone 5

Sharp's Pygmy 4' x 4'
Upright 

Mound

This outstanding miniature maple has dense dark green leaves in the summer 

followed by dramatic red fall color. Great for containers or small gardens. Zone 5

Shirazz                                          

aka Gwen's Rose Delight
15' x 15'

Broad 

Upright

This stunning variegated Japanese Maple has leaves that range in a blend of pins, 

greens and creamy white. Fall color is drimsom-red to scarlet.   Zone 5

Tamukeyama 8' x 12' Weeping

A laceleaf weeping Maple that has deep purple to red foliage. It holds its 

deep color through the heat of the summer, turning bright red in the fall. 

Zone 5.

Tsuma gaki 10' x 7'
Broad 

Upright

A dramatic spring show of chartreuse leaves edged in red changes as leaves 

develop to deep red margins with light cream centers. A truly unique coloration! 

Zone 5
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